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did. 	says BIM 	as a very effective agent, very talented interviewer, and it 
was the Federal .Bureau of investigation's loss when be retired. For the first 1.5 years or so 
at U.S. Naval Base Cmantanerno Bay, Cuba, everyone in US law enforcement wanted to go 
there and contribute in some way, so that there were a lot of local law enforcement 
personnel there as part of the Joint Terrorism Task Force as task force alters, not under 

._.. 	the e.nntrol of elm. FrtiPce I Bureau of Investigation  
To Be 	 I says that en to  the Federal Bureau of Investigation's relationship 
Determined 	wit t T 	land problems 	gaining access to detainees  held by the 

He says that that 	 6ares the Federal 

. 
sultan or investigation as the guys who prosecute civil rights abuses trst ec ti: them, 
and therefore view the  Federal Bureau of Investigation as the enemy.  

)iso bell Bureau of Investigation teaks 11 e a 
sieve, sea we no. -  As to th 	 cess problem, 'we were on the phone 
daily' with Pasquale D'Amur 	saying ty had been told this  had been worked 
out at the hi_ tr level and a 	het 
that wit 

an. anoter a ent name not re 	) were 
told 	 tey'were 

• 	 ors 	 . IAM to rn t e room with 
d about how this 

4 4 . I. 4 	l I'' 

e •w • to tag along. According to wit 
allowed to pass 
him. Later, when 
went I3utsch told 

t 
se were 	Or 511 vas surpn 	to hear 

To Be 	 I says that he has never met with or talked to Valerie E. Caproni 
Determined 	where she asked him questions similar to those we have asked him about today or about 

Afghanistan. He heard rumort about an internal inquiry that she lead with help from 
Inspections Di vision • FBI personnel. However, at least twice DAD T.I. Harrington has 
asked hiss if he had see .1 or was aware of anything relating to detainee treatment. 

DNK if T.I. Harrington was doing so on someone else's 	behalf.  ' 
To Be 	 emphasizes that the Federal  Bureau oflnvesti ration has slwa 
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Determined tried to pick people the their experience and maturity, and believes that for themost part it 
has done a reasonably good 'Job, but with the few bad apples that are found in any large 
organization, Most of the Federal Bureau of Investigation's pentointel know right from 
wrong, and that is truly engrained in us. lie believes that no -Federal Bureau of 
Investi ation 	rsonnel would condone or . articipate in "live abuse." 

Interview t at 2:20:00-
2:21:10 

• 
Sun 
04115/.1984 

• 

09/77/200 I 

says that his correct EOD date is 411511984, and the date entered on 1 	 1 
his question is his birth date. Since joining the Federal Bureau of Investigation, he was in 
the Atlanta Division for 2.5 years, transferred to the New York Office where he worked fbr 
14 years. On 9/11/2001, he was the SWAT Team coordinator/ crisis manager for the NY 
office, and was in Yemen assisting with the investigation of the attack on the USS Cote, 
Whea he returned, he applied for and took a position on the Moussawi (ph) trial team here 
in the DC area, and a few months Inter was asked to join the reorganized Fly Team as a 
supervisor. He than took the assistant chief position he holds now in Couuterterrorism 
Operational Response Section - FBI. Be was also involved with the teams of Federal 
Bureau of Investigation personnel who investigated the embassy bombings in East Africa 

Interview I at 0 I:10- 
02:00, 02:40-05;54 

xplains as to the Counter Terrorism Division - FBI organizational  
chart (bates 16807), within the Counterterrorism Operational Response Section - FEB 
portion, he reports to Frankie Battle who in turn reports to DAD T.I. Harrington. It is one 
of the feiv HQ operational units. Before 9111, HQ had none; all operational units were in 
the field officese,. After 9111, Director Mueller saw the need to have operational units 
within HQ that he could said out to the held as investigators, and serve as HQ's eyes and 
ears, instead of waiting for the field to relay critical information un the chain through he 

Interview I at 06:30-
09:50, 

•  

rs- 

layers. 1 
	

knperience in the USS Cole bombing had been with the 
traditional method of sending his information back through the NY office management 
strkictwe, and then down to Federal Bureau of Investigation HQ. Robert S. Mueller, III 
was responsible for briefing the National Security Council at the White House every.day • 
and was not getting information fast enough. The Fly Team was created in response - to 
fill that need, 

1317712001 

- 

6ysTliat as to other portions of Counterterrorism Operational 
Response Section - FBI, the other components of it were not necessarily logicall _placed in Interview 1 at 10:00- 
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CTORS, but no one knew where else to put them, including Military Liaison and Detainee 
Unit. ML.DU was built an the ay, like building an airplane in the air, and was the result of 
the need for boots on the ground in Afghanistan to help the military process and interview 
detainees. As he understands it, the military asked for assistance, and the Federal Bureau 
of fnvestigation responded. Thereafter, Federal Bureau of Investigation personnel were 
sent to U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba to interview detainees there as well. He 
thinks that even the military has come to recognize that the Federal Bureau of ritvestigation 
are effective interviewers using their traditional criminal interview method, The MLDU 
was created later to keep track of the people sent. 

11:40 

12r??/2003 aya that the military did not tell the Federal Bureau of 
investigation personnel to Iraq that they were going ort on the 'Mato capture Saddam 
Hussein, and the Federal Bureau of Invests ation found out about it the next morning. The 

lntervtew I at 	• 
59:20 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 	 ended up interviewing him because the 
nu 	concerned that there would be trials at LinorrrEr  wourrempurtird 	

nded up interviewing Saddam Hussein for 
six months. " 

??/??/2004 ?says chat the second time he went to U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo 
Interview I at 36:40-
42:00 

Gay, Cuba was for one week in 2004 on an Federal Bureau of investistitioloperstions 
assessment trip with Frankie Battle, In neither oil 	 rips to U.S. 
Naval Mae Guantanamo Bay, Cuba did he observe any conduct towards detainees that 
concerned him. He did occasionally hear someone in an interrogation yelling at the top of 
their lungs. 

ways that Gary M. Bald would be the person to leil us what Sat 
01/24/2004 happened on this subject between Edward H. Lueckenhoffs 1124/2004 e- 	M. ' Interview 1 at 1 59:21.- 

2:01:39 B I 	Fra 	ie Battle, M. Chris Briese, and T.I. Harrington, et al., and 
5/11/2004 e-mail, He says that Edward H. Lueckenhoff "was a bit of a 'unique 

pro 	mor us in that he had a tendency to pick the phone up and call Bald directly. He 
felt he had this special relationship with Gary Bald or upper management and did not need 
to go throur rhe chain of conunand at HQ.' This was a "problem on numerous 
occasions," 	 !believes that Lueckenhoff had many many telephone 
conversations with bald. lie lii inks that the reason Lueckenhoff "circumvented" the chain 
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of command was that he had a "big ego,* and since OSCs tend to be picked by an Al) or 
higher, they may feel they do riot need to talk to lower ranking personnel. 

0517?/2004 'raises the matter oil 	 Afghanistan, says that he was Tin 
at the center of that and can speak tort. I 	 was the only agent who raised Interview 1 at 44:00- 

44:33, 1:01:00-1:01:35 detainee treatment concerns tol 	 but he never said he saw anything: 
onl that he WAS worried it was going to happen. • 

05/T712004 says that he was right in the middle of the situation wit h 

k.As to the 5/ 3/04 e-mail to Gary Ni. Bald and others includin interview I at 1:114.0(- 
1:09:45 at.< I.04Ita-4ort I. eavi that the three Fly Team agents ver 

lind does not b ...eve 	i 	• 	. 	_,s 
concerns, I 	 I showed the e-mail 	, 	 . 	a 	i iscussed 
it, anti 	 'was immediately concerned abo 	 rental 
state, He then went to dismiss this with T.I. Harrington. Halfway tit-math read inn ii 	1 ,T 

said he thought' 	 {needs to come home,' ane'  1.6xxigii 
greed. He also then saw Arthur M. Cummings in the hell end asked him to read 

the a-mail, Arthur M. Cummings had the same reaction. * 	 ,. 	  
05177/2004 keys that during thq weekend after the 5/13/2004 e-mail firm 

Caine in 	 grand-daughter was born en 	 In Interview I at I :09:45- 
1 -  1015 

' 

the hospital most o ii. 	 led him on his cell using the satellite idiom,  
from Afghanistan, and they could not talk freely over the open line, but  
was able to communicate that the things there that he said could be better related to their 
team leader, arid 	 6..^ , tble to say that HQ was going to fix the 

_situation. Within a few,day 	 as on a plane home. 
05/71/2004 Pal's someone there in Afghanistan ask i 	 f he had 

seen any abuse, and he said no, but that Ire was concerned that it core i i 	.nee another nterview I at 1;10:25- 
1:14:00, 1:22 ..30. 
1:23:11 

Abu Ghraib Prison, which was then all over the news media worldwide.' 
was asked if he really thought other military officers were going to jeop/atze mew careers 
by askinr,  him to participate in something like this. I 	 Isays that 	' 

rns like a nice guy, but very high-strutig, gets worked up very quickly, and did 
not have the seasoned, confident and commanding presence that was needed lobe able to 
say to military officers, if the situation warranted, 'sorry, Colonel, but we don't do that." 
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o5nv-zoo4 

'did not talk t ilseit he cane back. He has talked to 

	10111 	 ant  tire, en ter A Ilf 1,1 51 111, “)I -lq thrtit thou raw ) 
I and he ' lks they share his opinions on link 
	  43 "a poor choice for the position.- 	were an over- 

rouctim te i he eitlIsiir.  

	lays that he did not know il 	 tad ever been in n war 
zone before, that seeing detainees being pm into kennels may have ten startling for him. 
He says that it is possible that he misunderstood his assignment, or that it was not . 
adeoutitgly explained to him - which would be "our fault° for not being clear.' 	1 

hiss have inixi
sayS that he DNR 	 iscos,sing being concerned about 

akenly thought he was being SC/11 "to do the military's bidding." •  

the military's  use of stress positions as a start al-7.-dT---)re Hurle. However, at some unknown 

	 I 

point in time,! 	 'has learned that such positions RIC allowed in 
military interrogations. The CTO marching orders for Federal Bureau of Investigation 
personnel have been that if they are present when techniques beyond Federal Bureau of 

 

Investigation rules are employed, they are to remove themselves and report the situation to 
their On Scene Commander. Tire OSCs were instructed to be familiar with the military 
techniques, and it' a report came to hint indicating that the conduct exceeded approved 
military techniques, then the OSC was to raise the issue with his counterpart in the military 
and report it back. to Federal Bureau of Investigation HQ. He says that it was incumbent on 
the OSCa to educate their personnel on approved military techniques. This was the policy raartinst around May 20)4. *  

recalls sitting down with Valerie E. Caproni and Marion E. 'Spike' 
Bowman, and them saying that the Federal Bureau of Investigation needed to give the 
agents written guidance. He told them what he thought the policy should be, and they 
agreed. He says that there needs to be some flexibility and realism - half in jest he notes 
the difficulty in the manna as of Afatianistai in telling (b)(1) 	-Persotutel their  
conduct would be reported. 	 Iran at this meeting as wal  
Later that day they composed the EC that did not get signed.! 	 }vas 	back 
from Afghanistan by then, and wan invited to the meeting but did not show up. They were 

	 surprised that he did not show up •  

interview r at i t x.10-
1:14:10 

Interview I at 1:14:10-
1:17:25 

1;21:16 
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051??/2004 	 recalls thee-mail from Arthur 	 ling a number of 
era 	reau 	nvestigation managers to meet wit 	 and have him 

clearly articulate his concerns and be able to tell FederalBureau of Investigation agents 
exactly what kind of environment they can operate in. This was around the same time as 
the meeting with Valerie E. Caproni and Marion E, "Spike" Bowman, 

thinks it is probably true that he did not participate in the meat` ag wi 
because he was with Arthur M. Cummings overseas at the time and It 

ring at such a meeting. When he was overseas. he did brief Federal Bureau of 
Investigation personnel  on the interview policy he has described t. • 

Tue 	 Raymond W. Holcomb says that as to the 5/11/2004 e-mail from 
05/1112004 	bates 4688-4690, which attached e-mails from January 2004,1re 	o anyt in 

n this subject between Edward 	H. Lueekenhoffs 1/24/2004 e-mail at 
5/11/2004 e-mail td 	 let al -al 

supervisors on the Fly Team. He INK what happened on this after Edward H. 
Leckenhoff forwarded it to Crary M. Bald, Frankieliattle, M. Chris Briese, and T.J. 
Harrington. et  al. When he saw the 5/11 e-mail, he recalled vanuely having seen or hearing 
aborti thi1/22/2¢04 e-mail He used to sit next door tol 	 I He says that 
	 Is a "very capable agent' and "did a very good sob" as detainee 
interview coordinator at Abu Gbraib Prison. •  

Wed 	 ays that as to the 5/19/2004 EC from Office of the General 
05/19/2004 	Counsel - FBI concerning the treatment of prisoners and detainees, bates 6332-6334, he 	Interview 1 at I ;23:20- 

thinks he wrote a lot alit. Ho also says as to the 5/j6/2004 document on the same  subject, 	114:40 
it was drafted bl (until 'right after 
the meeting with Valerie k. (apron and Marion E. 'Spike" Bowman it the middle of May, 
and that they wrote it without knowing about the 5/19/2004 document. He thinks the 5/19 
document was not issued and uploaded until much later. He then agrees he arty be wrong 
about thatbecause the 5/26/2004 document references the 5/19 OGC document, saying that 
the 5/26 was written.to clarify the 5/19.11e reiterates he did not know ahoy( the latter, does 
not recall the synopsis line referring to the 5/19 and speculates that it may have been added 
after he left. Soon after the 5/26 was written, he left for Afghanistan, and kept sending e-
mails back asking whether or not the 5/2G EC had finally been approved and signed off on  
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by OGC. In any event, the rules in the 5/26 was what he was telling Federal 'Bureau of 
Investigation personnel et The various locations he went to M Afghanistan while he was 
over there - whet r 	' policy or not. He does ilot believe the 5/26 was ever 
signed. He think 	 can explain what the sequence was here, but guesses 
that the 5/19 may have drawn from the 5/26, 'He explains the difference between case 

	 numbers and serial numbers.  
06/77/2004 	 lieployed two or three times to Afghanistan, bet has never been 
07f0/2004 

	

	deployed to Iraq. His deployment in June and July 2004 to Afghanistan did not involve • 
any joint interviews or joint planning of interviews with the military or others. He was 
there as a manager and On Scene Commander to assess the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation's operations there, and form opinions as to how it should use its resources 
them. Artbt1r  M Cummins,  WPM ntio  part of that assessment team, but went home after a 
week, whit 	 stayed for another month or so. He did not interview 
any detainees but was tnside the detention facility at Itagram From the catwalk in that 
detention facility, he could observe the detainees in their cells, but he did not observe 
interviews being conducted. He saw no conduct by US personnel at Mignon that could be 
considered mistreatune t,  

06/1V200,t1: 	 Says that while he was in Afghanistan, he toured a number of the 
07/??/2004mrwarcoases • &nog, 	Salerno, Jalalabad - and traveled to Kandahar. He did not see any 

interro *none or interviewa while was in these location H d. not r 	u e the 

sps to t 
net w 

a onus 	sea a 
K • • 

aeda 
elan • to 

e Leve t at 
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Interview I at 26:40- 
29:35, 35:35-36:45 

	1 
Interview I at 59:20 - 
I:01:30, 2:02:20- 
02:05:00 
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Investigation 
eistahlished 

agents detailed to the 	 I would depart from 
Fff deral Bureau of Investigation rules re Interviewing detainees. Be cites 

stand up to Tenet if necessary, and not back a the kind of person who would 
own 

Tue isays that the assessment he did concerning Afghanistan was not  
11/23/2004 approved alai uploaded into the Federal Bureau of Investigation system for many months Interview I at 1-14:40- 

after the date it bears, As to the discussion on page 5, 2d paragraph, concerning Federal 1:30;50, 1:40:30. 
Bureau of 11vrteir,atina 

military arc 
.c. of ,,,...v,  6. ed intervisw strategies and Mint i terviews with It4216 

personnel, 	 -stimates that 
as to Al'. Taasnnammt.a-a ill:m(1_1' 	all 11 •trSOM 	ye •Ce 	r mote. C 	?non 

e agrees t vat 	e use or the wo 	pinny' 
sugges e. more nu 	try p 	tem* ion In in erviews than may have actually been the case. 

Tue rtiTsiistent Section Chief with Counterterrorism Operational 
09/27/2005 Response Section - FBI, and held this position in an acting capacity for nine months before interview 1 at 0:00- 

being confirmed 	Alto ether he has held this position for about two years. • 01:30. 02:00-02:45 
Tue I 	 says that Military Liaison and Detainee Unit now has liaison 
09/27/2005 personnel with all of the major military combatant commends -- NORTHCOM, Interview 1 at 11.40- 

CENTCOVI, SOCOM. * 
Tue 

1 
	 pays that the Fly Team now has close to 30 investigators, many of r 

09/27/2005 wham have beers overseas numerous times, and many of whom were formerly in the Interview I at 12.30- 
military and move more easily into that environment and structure overseas, and are often 15:08 
paired up with an agent from a field office. • 

Tue  isays that as to another portion of Counterterrorism Operational 
09/27/2005 Response Section - FBI, the National Joint Terrorism Task Force, is the umbrella Interview I. at 15:00- 

organization that oversees and coordinates all of the terrorism task forces nationwide, 16:00 
including one in every field division, 

'lite -r Hs that 01'S I and OPS 2 are different front Counterterrorism 
09/27/2005 Operational Response Section - FBI in that they oversee the ongoing field investigations Interview I at 16:00- 

within the US. OPS I is composed of small teams, each of which oversees several field 24:03 
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divisions -- with a resulting geographical organization. He thinks that OPS 2 breaks things 
down differently - organizing its oversight teams according to terrorist organization. ORS 
differs from OPS in that ORS supports OPS I and OPS 2, by providing a lot of the 
analytical toots to the field, and process, analyze and organize all of the intelligence 
coming in, and share the results with the field, and with OPS I and OPS 2, who also pass it 
On to the field. He agrees it in hair to say that ORS are the collectors and processors of the 
information coining in, and that the field offices, through OPS I and OPS 2, as well as 
National Joint Terrorism Task Force, are the Consumers of the ORS information products. 
Such as collected information on, for example, missing crop Ousters or tractor trailers, that 
might be used in terrorist attacks. The hope is that such information products can be used to 
prevent and disrupt terrorist activities. and in that way ORS is a support organization. ORS 
information products are predominantly derived from domestic information collection. 
Access to such information overseas is difficult at best. In terms of overseas detainees, the 
only parts of ORS that would relevant information for on would be Military Liaison and 
Detainee Unit and the Fly Team. and he. Frankie Battle and T.). Harrington oversee those. 

Tue 
09/27/2005 

ys that he has been deployed many times overseas as a member 
ate 	y .COM 	WAS originally structured to respond to domestic situations, where field 

, division offices did not have enough seasoned investigators to handle them. As time went 
on They became focused more on overseas operations, and now about half their work is 
overseas . 

Interview I AT 24 30- 
26:43 

Tue 
09/27/2005 

ys that he never really felt that he needed better information or 	—1 
un.erstan.n 	as ow 	ta military ail 	 Interrogator WAS Interview 1 at 42:00- 

48:35 allowed to do in questioning detainee,!. tie lea toot it was enaugn 	r him to know what 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation's rules and limits were. He is extretnely confident 
when he says, afler 22 years in the Federal Bureau of Investigation, that they are well-
trained, have a lot of interview strategy classes, and they come, out of Ontario believing 
and understanding that they are guardians of the Constitution. By and large," they use a 
"reasonable mail standard" and 'have an instinct about what is right and what is wrong." 
He says that he is totally confident and proud to be able to say that he is not aware "of any 
instances where an Federal Bureau of Invcs ': tion ascot exceeded his autharit or 

a— 
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art'ci 	t 	in 	on 'where it was deity abusive," 
Tye grime that one problem that can occur when Federal Bureau of 
09,27/2005 Investigation work in the military's environment is that en agent can be drawn into conduct Interview I at 42 . 00- 

in which he or she would not otherwise engage. The other problem is knowing what to 
report and what need not be reported. He points out the frequent use of the word "abuse* 
with little or no definition. He says that he is not sure that a definition is really necessary, 
but might be nice to have, and notes that a senior Federal Bureau of Investigation 
management person recently said that she had learned of a new allegation of abuse at U.S. 

4935 .  

Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cube that related to an instance where an Federal Bureau of 
Investigation agem sang to the detainees. 14e says that he just about fell out of hie chair, 
was trying so keep a straight face, and asked her if the agent had a really bad voice. He 
says that she was really quire upset that en agent was singing to detainees. 

'Tee (says that in the situation where the military beats a detainee in_ the 
09/27/2005 morning and the Federal Bureau crfInvestigation interviews him in the afternoon using a 	sew 	' 	1  

their standard rapport.based approach, he does not believe one can ever come up with n 
precise line at which the Federal Bureau of Investigation is participating in the abuse. 

54:07 	. 

'Amazingly enough," things have "worked pretty well" as is. He feels that if the good cop-
bad cop situation were deliberately set up; lten en Federal Bureau of Investigation agent 
would not participate, and that would Ms "wrong." However, if a detainee whom you 
believe has important information comes into your custody after having been mistreated by 
another organization, an agent would probably try to determine who was responsible for 
the mistreatment, and then go forward with a traditional interview. For example, he 
interviewed a detainee in Zanzibar who had been held in a black hole in the ground in 
Tanzania, who was so glad to see hint helix:sunlit th&gev was noing to jump in his lap and 

II . 	 I 	 'I 	wanted to talk to 	 I he was going to listen. 
Tee nave that est 	the Federal Bureau of Investigation's relationship 
09/27/2005 with the, 	 there has been "minimal" cooperative and 'rrint 

v luterviewma of et !noes by t 	to agencies. 	"Very little." He says that th. 57:50 
story is 'famous" within she Federal Bureau o 

ji  

investigation and is illustrative: 	e first two agents to get access to hint were Federal 
Bureau of Investi..ation when he was critical! 	wounded and believed to be on his death 

DOJOIG012232 ACLU-RDI 6399 p.11
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interview t at soliu-
57:30 

1111111111 1-has heard that the agents actually 
tended to its wounds, m an gave tut we m at s bed side, developed an amazing 
relationship with him and got some great intellinence from him devi  later when once he 
was recovering. Tenet thought that the Wants were dnine I to 

inlerViews,  and when information gathered find 
 

'made its way  hack to the White Housei. 	Names:it security Louncri, tenet was 
'proud as a peacock," a heard that when he learned that it was 
Federal Bureau of Investigaucin agents who ha gatheredthis information. Tenet "hit the 
roof" Immediately after that, the Federal Bureau ' e pulled out, 
and Federal Bureau of Investigation access ended. sys that there 
"bas been very little friendly, cooperative, joint int view m nuerromnion ork by the two 
agencies." He says they have their reasons, saying that the military is uncomfortable with 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation too, because they initially saw the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation as people who were going to open cases on the military personnel for abuses, 
and 'were very leery" of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. You coned set it in their 
eyes, a room full of military [personnel would. quiet when FBI meats entered the room, and 
in sone cases FBI agent• e asked by military personnel to leave a room. In his opinion, 
the relationsif witl th 	has ehan ed ve little over the last several years.  

aye that over time "the military has come a long way," and has 
09/27/2005 	slowly come to realize from the results that the Federal Bureau of investigation's technique 

does work, that it takes patience, and that real life interrogations are unlike the image 
conveyed by Hollywood. As a result the military has more and more adopted Federal 
Bureau of Investigation techniques in their interrogations, mid become more and more 
comfortable with the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Initially, the military thought the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation ware softies.  

says there is for agents deploying to Iraq on Federal Bureau of 
09127/2005 4111,3lISCIIVII II 4111UIS  p -ogram similar to the one that has been set up in Salt Lake City for 

agents deploying to Afghanistan. It is conducted at Quantico, It used to be five days long 
and may have been expanded, to seven. He thinks, but is not awe that someone Alain Office 
of the General Counsel - PHI, participates in the Quantico program, He guesses that the 
Afghanistan and Iraq training programs started about I.5 years ago. He thinks that the first  

Tue 

interview I at NIL t. 
1:04:00 
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two or throe rotations in did not get the training. The contents of the training have evolved. 
Tue 
09/27/2005 

Isays that due to the small numbers of Federal Bureau of I 
Invesugation personnel in Afghanistan, the number of interviews in which they have been 
involved is small compared to the number of interviews they have had no involvement in 
whatsoever." Often, an interview is done at the request of a field office back in the US as a 
lead to be pursued overseas. Often, when scheduling the interview with the military and 
arranging access, they would say they wanted to come along just tot= ii. ll was not 
passible for the Federal Bureau of Investigation to interview all the detainees that came 
through US military facilities. It has also been the case that the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation had to rely on military translators because They did not have their own in 
Afghanistan. • 

Interview 1 at I :38:25- 
1:42:35 

Tue 
09/27/2005 

says that he Minks there are Mal In between the Federal Bureau of 
il l nvestigation and the military of the 	 I but DNK of any bearing Interview 1 at 1:42:35-

1:46:45 

[Interview 

on the treatment unit ouestionina of detalnees 	TA thinks that it is unlikely there is any 
such thing with the I 	 I but would b 	surmised if there is ttill no 
MOU covering this issue with the military, Fie would talk to 	 lif he 
had to find such a thing as to U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo 	ay, Cuba, and to any of the 
Federal Bureau of inve t' 	lion's OSCs in Intim Afghanistan. 

Tue 
09/27/2005 

ays that all 011ie 08Cs are debrie%d when they return from 
Afghanistan and Iraq, depending on their schedules and with consideration for their desires 
to see their families after being away for long periods. If they do not catch them on their 
way through DC, they have brought them back to HQ as soon as possible for after-action 

I at I :47: I 0- 
1:53M 

debriefings. This is what; 	 Ihas been involved in 	There is no hard and fast 
debriefing schedule. Also, Military Liaison and Detainee Unit, because it is e small 
operation, they are on the phone every day with the OSC in Afghanistan, "there is a 
constant dialog,' end when he comes home they already know what his complaints and 
suggestions are, and there are no surprises. hi Iraq, it is a little harder to do that. The 
debriefing responsibilities are therefore shared byt 	 (Frankie Battle, 
Military Liaison and Detainee Unit, International Terrorism Operations Section 1 and 
International Terrorism Operations Section') 	As tp the responsibilities for daily 

mm counications with lrard 	 kxptains that International Terrorism 
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Operations Section 2 is responsible for Iraq operations, and oversees Iraq more closely that 
International Terrorism Operations Section I oversees Afghanistan because ITOS I has Al-
Qaed a ca ses and is therefore very busy. ITOS2 is nowhere near as busy as ITOS I. 
Military Liaison and Detainee Unit assumed a lot of the responsibilities as to Afghanistan 
because Arthur 	Cummings (then Sec-Sign Chief of ITOS I ) trusted and had confidence in 

1 	 r-- 

nil 	 I end was happy to have them lake that 
reaponsibility. International terrorism Operltions Section 2 uses Mt 'IV much less, 
handling more of the logistics themselves, it 	 Ispinion, for internal 
Federal Bureau of Investigation turf and political reasons. When it aline o d 	hands-on 
stuff, ITOS2 section chiefs, M. Chris triesel 	 land now 

I would talk every day to the OSCs in Iraq. In other words, thee wan Ma as 
much tit./ dialog with OSCs in Afghanistan as in Iraq. just different participants in the 
dialog. 	• 

Tue 
09/27/2005 

knows of no photos or videos, other than whet has appeared in the 
media, depicting what could be considered abuse or mistreatment of detainees. " Interview I at 2:05:00-

2:05:40 
Tue ri■—•;:ews of no case in which an Federal Bureau of 1»ventigation  i 05/27/2005 

Tue 
09/27/2005 

agent asked someone in the military to do something with a detainee that the agent would 
not himself be allowed to do. He says that if that situation came up, he would "absolutely' 

  conaider that a oroble 
Ikno 

knows of no instances where an Federal Bureau of investigation 
	  2:06:50 

Interview I at 2:05:40• 
2:07:09 

-- 1 

Interview 1 at 2.06: 0- 

1 Tue 
09/27/2005 

_ 

agent said that military personnel had asked them to do something with detainees with 
which they were uncomfortable. lie also knows of no instance when military personnel 
attempted to prevent Federal Bureau of Investigation agents from observing what was 
going on in as interview being conducted by military personnel, by, e.g., blocking the 
view from au aaccnt observation room, 

interview I at 2:07:00-
2:08: IS 

b6 Per FBI 
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